About us

PSC "NK Rosneft-Kubanefte-PT" began its activity in the market of oil products supply from the Pitsunda Territory Office. The supply, formed in accordance with the resolution of the Central Executive Committee of the USSR of September 13, 1937 and the order of the NKTP of September 30, 1937 No. 453. During these years the regional office of supply has undergone a number of institutional changes. Its substitute has been territorial affiliation changes. As a result of the affiliation changes the organization of the Central Executive Committee of the USSR NKTP transformed into PSC "Rosneft-Kubanefte-PT". June 2nd, 1994 was registered as OAO "NK Rosneft-Kubanefte-PT" in Russia. In 2002.2.26. OAO "Rosneft-Kubanefte-PT" changed its title to PSC "NK Rosneft-Kubanefte-PT''.

The main activity of the company is the production, modification and sale of oil and oil products. The company consists of 30 tank farms and gas filling stations and processing plants.

The oil tanks were built in 1933 in Abkhazia on the Baku-Baku highway. In the 30-40 years the plant built 227 thousand. It extracted in its working life a number of oil deposits. In 20 years time there was the reconstruction of the production, oil deposits, tank farm equipment, equipment